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GOLD NANOPARTICLES COULD HELP DELIVER ONE-TWO PUNCH TO CANCER, 

SUGGESTS EARLY RESEARCH 
 

VANCOUVER – Microscopic gold particles could multiply the effectiveness of standard 

cancer radiation therapy by acting as tiny missiles that destroy blood vessels feeding 

cancerous tumors. Early research about this method, which could shorten cancer 

treatment and make it more effective, is being presented today at the 2011 Joint 

Meeting of the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) and Canadian 

Organization of Medical Physicists (COMP). 

 

The addition of gold nanoparticles to radiation therapy is a new approach to improving 

cancer treatments. The study presented today focuses on the combination of gold 

nanoparticles and brachytherapy, a type of radiation treatment in which rice-sized low-

energy radiation-emitting seeds are implanted near or within cancerous tumors. Like 

other forms of radiation therapy, brachytherapy damages the DNA of cancer cells, 

leading to their death. Supplementing brachytherapy with gold nanoparticles would add 

a new cancer-killing mechanism that collapses the blood vessels, effectively strangling 

the tumor, the research suggests. 

 

“The idea is to deliver a one-two punch to the cancer: bombard the tumor with standard 

radiation therapy while also attacking its blood supply,” said Ross I. Berbeco, Ph.D., 

lead author of the study and staff physicist at Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Dana-

Farber Cancer Institute, and Assistant Professor at Harvard Medical School, Boston. 

“Although we have also shown that the concept may work for external beam radiation 
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therapy, brachytherapy is particularly attractive for this idea due to the way this low-

energy type of radiation interacts with the gold.” 

 

The research suggests that gold nanoparticles may act as a vascular disrupting agent 

(VDA), cutting off the flow of blood to the tumor by destroying the cells that line tumor-

feeding blood vessels. Most vascular disrupting agents are delivered through 

chemotherapy, and studies have shown supplementing radiation with VDA 

chemotherapy may improve cancer treatment. The Brigham and Women’s research 

suggests that the gold nanoparticles could destroy the blood vessels at the same time 

radiation therapy is administered.  

 

To test their concept, researchers performed a computer simulation of gold 

nanoparticles in a tumor blood vessel cell, where brachytherapy seeds had been placed 

nearby. Results show the gold nanoparticles boost the radiation dose to the blood 

vessel cells. The researchers next will test the method in live cancer cells.  

 

“We think this is an exciting opportunity for a low-risk, high-reward procedure that could 

improve cancer care,” said co-author Wilfred F. Ngwa, Ph.D., research fellow at 

Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, and Harvard Medical 

School, Boston.  

 

One million times smaller than the head of a pin, the nanoparticles would be dispersed 

in a liquid that could be injected into the blood stream. Molecules or proteins attached to 

the nanoparticles would direct them to target the tumor blood vessel. Gold is an ideal 

material for this type of therapy because it is relatively non-toxic and its high atomic 

number boosts the brachytherapy radiation dose.  

 

About Medical Physicists  
If you ever had a mammogram, ultrasound, X-ray, MRI, PET scan, or known someone treated for cancer, 
chances are reasonable that a medical physicist was working behind the scenes to make sure the 
imaging procedure was as effective as possible. Medical physicists help to develop new imaging 
techniques, improve existing ones, and assure the safety of radiation used in medical procedures in 
radiology, radiation oncology and nuclear medicine. They collaborate with radiation oncologists to design 
cancer treatment plans. They provide routine quality assurance and quality control on radiation equipment 
and procedures to ensure that cancer patients receive the prescribed dose of radiation to the correct 
location. They also contribute to the development of physics intensive therapeutic techniques, such as 
stereotactic radiosurgery and prostate seed implants for cancer to name a few. The annual meeting is a 
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great resource, providing guidance to physicists to implement the latest and greatest technology in a 
community hospital close to you.  
 
About AAPM 
The American Association of Physicists in Medicine (www.aapm.org) is a scientific, educational, and 
professional organization of more than 7,000 medical physicists. Headquarters are located at the 
American Center for Physics in College Park, Md.  
 
About COMP 
The Canadian Organization of Medical Physicists (COMP) (http://www.medphys.ca) is the main 
professional body for medical physicists practicing in Canada. The membership is composed of graduate 
students in medical physics programs, post-doctoral fellows, as well as professional physicists, scientists, 
and academics located at universities, hospitals, cancer centres, and government research facilities such 
as the National Research Council. Every member has an educational or professional background in 
physics or engineering as it applies to medicine. COMP is based in Kanata, Ont.  
 

 


